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The type used in this heading is from the old plant of the Cimarron News and Press and was used for a heading for the paper in the seventies.
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Annual Report of the
Tremendous Development
Cattle Sanitary Board
In New Mexico Agriculture
Secretary Barnes Issues a Most Comprehensive Interesting and Instructive Talk by Man Who
Statement of Business of the Board
Haif Made a Life Study of Scientific Soil
'
for the Past Year
Culture in New Mexico
1

PRICES ARE HIGHER

AND

INDUSTRY

PROSPEROUS

BISON HERD TO BE
OWNED BY CÁNÁDA
Denver, April 5. Howard Eaton of
Wolf, Mont., the famous guide and
personal friend of President Roosevelt, announced he-- e today that he
had received
information that the
herd of between 40 oand 500 bison,
owned by Michel Pablo and now ;it
the Flathead reservation, thirty-fiv- e

BUSSE
TOOK THE OATH.
ii.
Chicago, April
Frederick A.
Husse took the oath today as mayor
of Chicago.
He will be inaugurated
MAYOR-ELEC-

T

--

COifAX COUNTY

IS WELL TO

THE FRONT IN SCIENTIFIC FARMING

April 15th.

Engine 1208, Engineer Norman,
came oast Saturday with a train made
up of several baggage cars which
were loaded with silk for New York.
miles west of Missoula,
Mont., is
The silk is from the Indies, and came
about to pass into possession of the
by way ..of San Francisco.
The train
Canadian government, to which Pablo
was running as first No. 4.
has given an option for the purchase
The annua! report of the New Mex- dipped during the season; and as the of the animals. Some time ago Mr.
Professor Garcia, who is now in fit for nothing but grazing. It is
Mr. S perry the Raton automobile
ico cattle sanitary board, prepared by work covered a large portiuii of the Eaton secured an option on the herd
active charge of the experiment sta- but one of the many similar case
Secretary Will C. Barnes, is now be- county we feel that it was a very sat- at a valuation of $,ux a head and man, drove a machine from Raton to tion
at the college. Professor Tins-le- and the end is not yet. The fact is
ing distributed from the secretary's isfactory test of the plan.
presented it to the United States gov- Cimarron Monday afternoon in two
for the past three months has that the development of the agriculThe cattle were cut from day to day ernment. President Roosevelt was hours and seventeen minutes. With
office in East Las Vegas, The report
tural resources of this territory has
is complete, thorough and of deep in- and carried along under herd until desirous of preserving to the United Mr. Sperry were Mr. ShombeTg, pres- been visiting the farming communijust
begun. This development is goterest to every cattle man and to the enough were on hand to warrant States the herd, comprising one-haident of the Cimarron & Northwest ties of the entire territory organiz- ing on until New Mexico will
be one
whole territory, since it deals iwth the sending them to be dipped. This was of all the bison
surviving in this ern, and Grant Fraokenberger, of the ing farmers' institutes, which are ex- of the richest of the agricultural
territory's wealthiest industry. The the plan adopted, and no matter country.
pected to and undoubtedly will have states.
Continental Timber Co.
whose brand the animal wore, it was
report is in part as follows:
a marked influence on the advance"I am a firm believer in the
The shipments of cattle for the year dipped with the rest at 110 cost to the
ment of scientific farming in New
of dry farming.
The more
'
1906 have been much less than dur- owner.
Mexico.
one studies these
possibilities
the
explan
Dr.
we
an
believes
year.
Craven
the
In
previous
ing the
1905
"To the man who has been famil- more firmly is one convinced that
shipped 203,159 head of cattle, while cellent oue and that by following it
iar with farming conditions in New they are real and
that they will
in 1906, 165,597 head went out, a fall- up for two seasons the disease would
Mexico during the past ten years and bring material and
satisfactory reing off of about 38,000 head. A part be practically stamped out.
who is familiar with them at the sults. Dry farming, however, is not
Glanders.
of this shortage can be accounted for
present time, the tremendous devel- a homesteader's proposition. It is not
The case of glanders in Colfax
by the unprecedented shortage of cars
opment now going on in all sections an undertaking to be attempted on a
which has delayed and prevented county which was in quarantine at the
is an undying marvel," said Profes
small scale. The man who attempts
time of the last annual report, caused
many large shipments this fall.
sor Tinsley to the Morning Journal. dry farming on too acres, with noththe board considerable expense and
Horses.
Dr. S. Locke, the Springer dentist, the way of some needed street cross- "I have been in practically every ing to
support himself and his family
Shipments of horses amounted to trouble.
is at Koy this week, .r
ings in the business section of town. farming community in the territory is going to have trouble for there
Originally but one horse showed
16,996 head, an increase of 1,600 head
Dr. Hopkins went up to Maxwell Our enterprising citizen, M. M. Sala-za- r, within the past few months, and I will be years in New Mexico when
over 1005. The range hors.es, of. the signs of the disease; two others later City on a visit Tuesday.
must be given credit ' for push- have seen this development with, my the average rainfall necessary will
territory have been pretty well clean- on developed it, and all thiee were
own eyes and know just how
ing
tke
ork.
A. L. Harmon went down to Las
not be had. But upon an extensive
quarantine until the
ed up and in many portions they are held in close
it is. iNt.v Mexico is go- scale, under scientific methods, dry
Miss
Beatrice
Hewitt,
sister
vof
Vegas
Tuesday
business.
en
deA
close
owner finally killed them.
practically all shipped out. This
Mrs. J II. Shanks, who is a teacher ing to he an agricultural country. farming is going to succeed.
Dr. C. Lcfforgc went out east promand for horses ha3 been a great watch was kept of the other exposed
in the schools of Trinidad, was in Farming will be its leading indus"There are one or two sections of
horses, some thirty in all, and by fessionally the first of the wek.
boon to the stock growers.
the city a few days with her sister try and it will not be a great while Xew Mexico where the dry farming
Farmers haven't got much time to and family during the last illness of now until the tilling of the soil takes
means of the Mallein test six head
Hides.
possibilities have been overestimated.
The number of hides inspected in were iound to be anectea. At tne loaf around. The busy season with their baby boy. Also another sister, its place at the head of our wealth The lean year has not yet come,
but
' 1906 was 49,877, an increase of some request of the owners a council of them has begun.
Mrs. Simmons, of Forest City, Mis- producing activities. The people of it will come, undoubtedly and to the
held
the
just
closed
at
vas
veterinarians
year
three
The
over
The board of county commisioners souri, is at the Shanks home.
1905.
this territory are just beginning to dry farmer who is not prepared for
10,000
- has seen an extraordinary rise in hide expense of the owners to determine have been in regular quarterly ses
Dr. Carl Lefforge, who has been a realize wnat can De done with a it, there will come suffering and pos
values. Dry flint hides have for years whether the territotial veterinarian's sion this week.
The sible disaster. In these sections
resident of Springer three and one- - little land and a little water.
sold for 13 to 14 cents per pound, but finding was corret. The judgment of
The overcoat came in as a comfort- half years, expects to leave in about growing demand for homes has driv- which I refer to the water under
today they are eagerly sought by the t4ie assembled veterinarians was that able companion Wednesday as well a week for Fredeiitk, Oklahoma, en thousands of farmers into New ground has not been developed and
hide buyers at 23 to 24 cents, which our veterinarian was fully justified in as the heating stove.
where he will make his home and en- Mexico from the states and these all is dependent on the rainfall. The
On this showing the
makes a hide worth around ?6. Dur his diagnosis.
gage in the practice of medicine. We farmers have found out for them- conservative farmer will develop his
Owing
spell
the
cold
of
to
weather
ing the past year the hide buyers have owners of six horses all valuable an- this week'
considerable fear is felt all regret very much to lose the doc- selves that the soil 's rich, and that underground water and take the raintaken to salting all green butcher imals gave up the fight and allowed over the fruit crop.
tor, but the best thing we can do is water is to be had, if not enough for fall for what it is worth. This, of
the animals to be killed.
hides instead of drying them.
one crop, then enough for some other course, will take time. There will be
wish him success in his new home.
A representative of the Rocky
Number of Cattle.
will weigh 25
An average hide
crop.
The land is bein gtaken up. years of light rains when there will
To Increase Water Supply.
News
Mountain
was
doing
some
Based on tax return in the office
pounds while green; salted it weighs
The boom in farming is not confined be suffering. Possibly some farmers
begin
The
wil
company
Fe
Santa
business in town Wednesday and
to any one section. It is as marked will become discouraged and will
75 pounds. The present price of green of the traveling auditor and on esti
h
soon the work of laying a
cents per pound, mates from personal knowledge and Thursday.
salted hides is 9
pipe line from the Springer lake to in the San Juan valley as it is in the give up the effort. But they or othMrs. R. Dillon ci.me down from
which makes them bring more than other sources, there is in the territory
the city, the present pipe being too Pecos. It is to be seen in Colfax ers will come back to the land and
in round numbers about 1,000,000 her home at Raton Wednesday on small to supply their demand for wa- county and in the Rio Grande valley next time they will be
dry hides.
better prehead of cattle of all ages.. Calves, account of the illness of her daugh- ter. Material for the work is being from end to end. Even in Taos coun- pared. It will be
Health of Animals.
the same in some
During the past year the fight Eddy and Grant counties lead with ter, Miss Mamie.
brought in. The length of the line ty, where, according to the general of these sections as it was in westers
Mrs. Darl Brown went to Dawson will be about five miles.
impression, nothing can be produced, Kansas, where the farming indusagainst the mange on our range has 100,000 each. Oio Arriba county re
been kept up with more or less suc- turns only 742 head of cattle for tax last Saturday where she opened up a
literally thousands of acres will try is now firmly established.
The Swastika Club.
ation, but as there are over 1,2000 boarding house Monday, her children
cess.
been reclaimed and
On Friday, March
"But generally in the farming dis20, 1007, the shortly have
In Union county the board made an brands on record on our books to following her later.
It tricts water is to be had, and where
Swastika club met with Mrs. II. C. brought into active production.
attempt to stamp out the disease on citizens of that county and the ship
After a long absent spell covering Abbott, Mrs. Abbot, president, pre- has been discovered and the farm- a year or two ago there seemed no
the ranges by having a competent vet- mcnts of cattle during 1906 from one a number of weeks, H. II. Hankins siding. Members present were Mes- - ers have come to know that it does possibility of a water supply, water
wagons station in the county alone Chama
was in the city Wednesday from his damcs Alldrcdge, Hortenstein. Cole not take an enormous quantity of is now being developed.
erinarian with the round-u- p
The hunThe amounted to 2,324 head, there must home at Utc Creek.
during the various round-upA number of water to raise crops in New Mexico. ger for land will bring about the deand Miss Gehring.
Thursday a regular old norther guests were present. Two new mem They are learning what scientific velopment of the water supply.
owger of the F. D. Wight Cattle com- be something radically wrong with
pany, one of the laigest outfits in the methods of assessment up that blew up in the morning and contin- bers were received, Mesdames Locke methods and a thorough understand"Cattle feeding and sheep feeding
northern Union county, agreed to car way.
ued until late in the afternoon. The and Crocker.
A pleasant time was ing of soils will do for them, and have not yet been developed in this
New Mexico now has on her brand air was unusually cold.
ry the veterinarian with their wagon
Hog feeding remains to
had by all guessing "Hidden Cities" there is more and more of practical territory.
Deputy Sheriff Wright has been after which the hostess served a application of scientific principles.
and cut out and dip all animals which books 25,500 separate and distinct
be developed.
Al lthree will eventusigns of brands owned by about 18,000 differ kept quite busy during the past two dainty lunch, the table being beauti"I have but just come from Max- ally grow into great independent, inin his opinion showed
ent persons or corporations, and we weeks on account of the present ses- fully decorated for Easter, each guest well City, in northern New Mexico, dustries. The more one studies the
mange.
where one of the biggest farming en- possibilities o ft he soil in New MexDr. L. H. Cravens was employed at are receiving new applications at the sion of the district court.
receiving an r.aster souvenir.
terprises ever instituted in New Mex- ico, the more enthusiastically one i
this work from July I to December I, rate of almost 200 a month. The
Frank A. Roy and A. S. Dushkevitz,
ico is being put under way on land convinced of the territory's great fuwith most excellent results. About state of Colorado has but 23,000; Ari prominent citizens of Roy, were in
CARD OF THANKS.
Springfield, Mol, March 30, 1907. which until a year ago was deemed ture."
the city Thursday, leaving for their
one thousand head were cut out and zona 6,000.
home yesterday morning.
Raton Range:
We desire on behtlf of the family
Julius Appel, E. M. Kcenan and
W. L. Sever were called to Raton to thank the members of the F. 0.
Monday to testify before tho grand E. No. 1R0, Raton, X. M., for the
many kindnesses extended during the
jury. 1 he Doys returned home 1
sickness and death of our beloved
Mrs. L. F. Warder, after a visit son, husband and brother, W. D.
of three months in the city, with her Emerson.
Their kindnesses and help to their From the Raton Range.
Trinidad, Colo., April 6. United under Hie ice. He was taken to a children and grandchildren, left for
Fúgate & Fry were the undertakers
arher home at Golondrinas, Mora coun- fellow brother was of the very high
States Senator Willia m.. Clark of ranch five miles away where he
A sad case occurred Friday mornand
the body was buried at the exty, last Saturday.
rived with his clothing frozen.
est order, fully above expectancy and
Moritant, while on a tour of inspecMiss Mamie Dillon has been very worthy the commendation it so rich ing when an elderly man named G-- pense .of the county today.
He resumed his journey to Los
tion of his coal properties twenty Angeles this afternoon by the way of sick this week and her many friends ly deserves. God wil surely prosper
The jury in the cass was Charles
Lynch fell dead in his room at the
relatives
were considerably them.
miles west of Trinidad yesterday af- Gallup, New Mexico, and Jerome, and
M. Bayne, juntice of the peace; John
alarmed about her. She is about the
Southern hotel. He was a stranger.
ternoon met with an accident which Arizona.
Davis, Judson Bunn, IT. E. Jones, T.
she
has
same
b
as
for
en
several
private
in
his
Mrs. M. Gilchrect is visiting her A man named Charles Wilson bad
confined him to his bed
days.
daughter, Mrs. Alice O'Brien, in Daw known birri three days, but knows G. Gregory, Jack Guy, It. Clins.
Mr. Robert van Houteu drove down
car today.
Mrs. X. Harms, who has been at
Wednes-drfrom
in
his
Mrs. Gilchrect has been visitranch
PonJlPark
son.
here
near
crossing
river
the
When
nothing of the life or friends of Mr.
tending the Trinidad Business col
E. A. Fisher, assistant consulting
morning. Mr. van Houten sbid
Miss
Susie
her daughter,
ing
ice
the
through
carriage
broke
lege
for several months, came down
his
The coroner's jury found that engineer ou the Swastika, rede over
Lynch.
in
was
blizzard
a
arrival
raging
on
is
Santa
of
the
who
Gilchrect,
principal
the first of the week on business and
and upset, plunging the senator into
mountains, and owing to the hail and for a short visit with friends here and Fe school in Trinidad, and her sister, "deceased came to his death by rea the line of the Cimarron & North- the icy waters of the stream. He was
Mrs. Conroy, who is in a hospital son of natural causes, probably super- western up as far as ibe first camp.
rescued by other members of the snow one couldn't see more than a at CoL.ior.
on Tuesday.
hundred
yards.
washed
there, before going to Dawson.
Some
being
improvements
week
in
was
this
induced by organio heart trouble."
party just as he

Cattle Shipments Show Loss Account of Short
age of Cars Hide Industry Increases
Horses Show an Improvement

Irrigation System and the Conservation of
, Moisture by "Dry Farming" Rapidly Bringing This County Into Rrominence
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CENTS PER INCH

EDITOR.IAL

v

Raton, New Mexico

t the post office at Cimarron, Kew Mexico,

TWO DOLLARS PER YEAR

SUBSCRIPTION
DISPLAY ADVERTISING

Finally Adjourned

First National Bank

v

True Bills
Returned Twenty-on- e
from a Total of Thirty-fiv- e
Cases Examined
To the Honorab'e William J. Mils,
chief justice of the supreme court
of the.territoy of New Mexico, ajd
judge of the Fourth Judieitd district, sitting within and for Colfax
county, New Mexico:
Sir The grand jury, for the county
of Colfax, at the March term, A. D.,
1907, beg leave to submit the following report.
We" have been iu session ten days,
the time allowed us by law, and dur
ing that period of time we have ex
cases and have
amined into thirty-fivtrue bills.
returned twenty-onV e have carefully examined the
condition of the county property and
we find that the court house needs a
very general overhauling; that the
north side of the court house needs a
new foundation or under pinning, and
that the building also needs a new

are allowed to collect fines, without
any court proceedure, and further to
retain whatever they claim as their
costs and fees, without any judicial
or the a ljudication
proceedure,
thereof by any court, but that the
same is done by what is commonly
known as the "standiug-uprocess,"
of the offense
or
these officials charge persons with
and upon the collection of the fines
they liberate the persons they haye 60
arrested without bringing them before;
any court.
We find that the Sunday law is be
ing very generally observed through
out our county.
Having concluded our labors, with
thanks to the court and its officers for
courtesies extended, we' respectfullv
ask to be discharged. Respectfully
submitted,
H S. ALLISON, Foreman.
A. H. OFFICER, Secretary.
Raton, N. M, April 4, 1907.

Capital Paid Up

."

Surplus and Profits (Earned)
Deposits...'.

.... .1100.000
$60.000
$800.000

Oldest and largest Bank in Northern New Mexico.
Safety Dhposis Boxasin Connection.
Depositary for the A, T. & S. F. Ry., St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific Ry., and Coal Companies, Territory
of New Mexico, and County of Colfax.
Accounts from Merchants, Corperations, Individuals, and
Ranchmen received on favorable terms. Interest paid
If any change is contemplated in
on time peposits.
present banking arrangements please correspond with us.

Heretofore, they have waited until
the strike had been called and conditions of public riot and disorder warranted the use of military forces to
.tect life and property. President
i
Poosevelt to ik a step in advance of
this idea when in iooj he forced arbiThe well of the Koswell OM Co., tration to bring a settlement in the
coal fields of the east. This
was hot last week, the explosive used
The result, last step of tne interstate commerce
beimr
..,.1 fl.- finit lv determined -vet. is i commission went even farther and
"
I
N.
the opinion of the the success which attended its ef
cncouraKint?expert the well will y.eld at least ten forts will operate to warrant a
of the plan.
barrels of low grade fuel oil per day.
While atcion of (his character had
never been taken before there has
Governor Ilajjcrnian has appoint- been legal authority for it since 1898
the
of
regent
a
G.
W.
Hamilton
ed
when a federal statute was enacted
Military Institute in
New Mexico
containing the following clause:
place of V. M. Reed, whose term
"Whenever a controversy concernNew Mexico
Mr. Heed's duties call
has expired.
ing wages, hours of labor or condi- roof.
him away from Roswell' the greater
We recommend a new vault for the
'
tions of employment shall arise bepart of the year and he was not an tween a carircr subject
you need in Drugs, Medicines or Toilet Artithis
act and treasurer's office, and that all the
For
to
anything
Mr.
applicant for reappointment.
the employes of such carrier, se woodwork in all of the vaults be re
cles, etc. Our Stock is complete and our Prices are right
Hamilton's selection mets with gen- riously interrupting or threatening to
moved and the same be replaced by
eral approval.
interrupt the business of said carrier, steel fixtures.
the chairman of the interstate comSpecial attention given to Optical WorK, and Satifsaction
At the beginning of our session,
Governor Hageircan returned to the merce commission and the commis
Spanish Spoken
Always Given.
we found there
Capital last night from Roswell and sioner of labor shall, upon the request upon investigation,
coufined
in
east
40
miles
of
six
Springer,
twenty
prisoners
other points iu the Pecos Valley, of cither party to the controversy, were
2500 acres for sale. These
couuty jail, and as instructed by
where he b;is been vit-- i ing since the with all practicable expedition, put the
Dr. Geo. C.
comimmediately
we
ldnds are partof an estate
Honor,
Your
final adjournment of 111" legislatura. themselves in communication with
and must be sold. Also
menced the investigation of the
He opent moat of the t
hs the the parties to such controversy, and
therein
all
many other small tracts
prisoners
against
charges
fuest of his paieuif, Ho", tul Mis. shall use their best efforts by media
in
true
bills
returned
we
and
csnfiued
amicably
conciliation,
and
tion
to
set
J. J. Hagerinao, at the S n'h Springs'
we deemed the eviRanch. He whs accomp nil d here tle the same, and if such efforts shall all cases where
unsuccessful,
shall
sufficient.
endeavbe
once
be
to
at
dence
by his brother, Percy II g un 'ti, of
NEW
or to bring about an arbitration of
We find that the jail is too small, C.
Colorado Springs, who will be a guest
GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS DONE.
such controversy in accordance with and we would tecommend that addiSPRINGER, N. M.
for a few days at the executive resi
the provisions of this act."
Up
tional cells be placed therein, and that
dence. New Mexican.
That the provisions of the law the old part of the jail be remodeled
should he speedily and vigorously in
ü. ALFOB1)
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
For a number of years the men of voked is a matter of gratification throughout, and new cells placed
S. Floersueim, Vice President
President
C.
N.
Blackweix,
the southwest have agreed that it but that it should have resulted in therein, making the same as modern
Cashier
Devine,
D.
J.
Attorney-át-La- w
would be a g od thing to suitably such a happy conclusion is cause for as the new portion of the jail, and we
R. E. Alldbedge
M. M. Salazar
G. W Gillespie
Rooms 6 and 7, Roth Block
- mark
NEAREST BANKING TOWN TO CIMARRON
the line of the Old Santa Fe i.v'.n greater congratulation. Pueblo would furthi r recommend that if it is
Trail all the way from its start, Chieftain.
possible to do so, a jail yard be proNEW MEXICO
near Kansas City, Missouri, to its
vided for the exercise of the prisoners. RATON.
finish at the old city of Santa Fe, in
well
is
that
kept;
the
jail
find
that
We
About Thomas Ward.
New Mexico. It has remained for the
it is clean and its sanitary condition
women of Kansas and Colorado to Fr,om the Raton Range.
is excellent, all of which reflects credit
The following letter asking for intake the matter up in a practical way.
upon the sheriff and jailer.
The Kansas branch of the Daugh- formation concerning Thomas Ward, "
We have examined the records of
ters of the American Revolution has has leen received at this office. Per
raised a fund of several hundred dol- sons who cío give any information all county officials and find the same
well and neatly kept.
lars which was supplemented in 1905 ar) requested to notify this office:
We have carefully inquired into the
by a liberal legislative appropriation
collections of licenses and find the
Seventy granite markers have al- Range, Raton, New Mexico. ,
Information u desired by friends same are well paid up, and we find
ready been purchased and will be put
here
concerning the death and dis that the sheriff has done his whole
forof
in place at points along the trail this
of
Who
year. The intention is ultimately to tributiou of the estate of one Thomas duty in collecting liquor and gambbeen,
in
in
put three markers two miles apart all Ward, who died down in your coun ling taxes,"and that there is not a sinthe way through Kansas. A few lo- try sometime during the past year. gle delinquent.
to
who
calities have purchased more expen- That's pretty
indefinite, brother.
We have examined some of the recof
sive bronze tablets made from a Kan-ha- s That's why I am writing you. It's ords of justices of the peace, and find,
City artist's design.
information that we need. Did you that the same are not kept in accordThe Colorado branch D. A. R. is ever hear of WardT Where did he ance with the s'a utes of the territory
planning for a similar marking of the live? What became of his estate!
and we would recommend that steps
frail through that state. No doubt I understand that that be left con
be taken to require such public offiXew Mexico will take it up in due
siderable property which he had cers to keep a record or docket of all
course.
amassed by reason of fortuuate min- - cases coming before them, with each
The Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe
ng investments down in your won step taken therein, and the disposifollow
for
railway, whose steel rails
New Mexico,
of
the most part the line of the old wa- derfully rich country. I am writing tion of each case, and that all cases be
gon trail, has decided to help the good this U tter in a Good Samaritan way numbered consecutively in a docket
of
in
the
work along, beginning this .summer in for a nephew of Ward '"ho is living to be kept by such officials, that this
of
Kansas, by erecting special monu- here. Tbey do not know where he record show the amount of each fine
ments at important points and by in- lived. They do not know that he collected and the disposition of the
stalling wayside signs which can be really left much property.
They same.
seen from the passing trains. Chronicle-We also fiud that th? justices of the
only know that Thomas Ward is
News.
dead. In order to find out about him peace in Raton treat some territorial
New Mexico will no doubt gladly I am writing to all the leading papers cases as city cases, and attempt to
join the above plan and stud the his- in New Mexico.. Naturally you have collect fines, on behalf of the city,
toric trail with markers that future
particularly in the matter of the cara place foremost iu this list.
generations may know the path our
kind
rying ol deadly weapons; and we
personal
With
thank
regards,
of
field .
now
pioneers have trod.
ing you in advance for any informa would recommend that some action
If
of New Mexico
these officials to
FEDERAL INTERPOSITION IN tion you can give me. and promising be token to compel
to do a like service for you if any of follow the territorial statute in this
safe
if
investSTRIKES.
your relatives should get drowned up aud every other respect. We find that
Con.iiderable rein t was felt in the here in one of the many lakes sur
you
it will
a city ordinance exists in Raton pro
rounding our state, lielieve me
t
business world at lile aun
fine
of
dollars
ten
a
minimum
will
viding
lots
Fraternally yours,
I
contained iu yesterday
inurnm;,''
H. A. Hopkins.
for the carrying of deadly weapons,
for
who
find
pros dispatches that the threatened
which we are advised as contrary to
lo-- .
FOR SALE.
strike on the western railroads had
the statutes of the territoiy, and we
A b and new rooming house and
that the city council has no
been averted. In arriving at a final
by
with
of
in
Cimarron, is power to curtail or minimize a etatu-toríettlem.iit the trainmen aband lied restaurant property
paying $oop per year rent now and
developpenalty for any offense committed
r
work
their demand for a
can be bought for $4,500 cash. Inand
statute,
of
a
territorial
in
violation
adgoing
day, while the railroads made an
in
vest your savings and make 20 per
vance in their previous proposition cent interest on your money from the that such action has a tendency to enfield is
on,
in the pay of brakeiiun, baggagemen start besides getting the benefit of courage rather than to prevent crime
and flagmen. The whole incident is the increase in the price of real estate. of this character and nature.
a
is
for
I
,
We al o fiud that a great many
but another evidence of the possibiliThe company's object in selling is to
$4,500.
of
20
ty "Í .eltlnig wage h pule when the put the money into other buildings
lelonging to the lowest element
iit',tic.ii i approach- d in the proper for the accommodation of i.ew comers in the entire territory, ate allowed to
to
It
spirit by the parties in disagreement. who are arriving in tow every day. p act ice their nefarious calling in
It is a i''.cit'ut testimonial to the ad- For further particulars address Cimdist
what is known as the
unions when arron lumber company.
vantage of workinjiin'-n'in East Raton, and that as a retrict"
these "ruamatioiis aie controlled by
sult frequent robberies from the per(UM natisiu and f.iirmiiidfduess.
Will leave Soon.
son, nssatilt, shooting aud cutting afU:,t"n
K:,,,Ketl,c
'i.r.n.-ii.allfrays and similar crimes occur in this
thrmtgli the
a, bed
alsh, who has, particularly locality; and we believe
Mim Margaret
forts of Chairman Knapp of the in-nharcrp. of iliff M inert '
Lwn ntir.au
" in -- ..
that this state of alTairs exists because
lerstate commerce commission aim
first
- ho .iii
lenvwill
of ti.
States noP"Hi
of
the lax enforcement of the laws of
Chairman
Canada, on the shore
for Wees
f nlm llnrr.11 ttlwir. tk. trill ullftn.f the city government and teiritorial
of the new idea of mtervetitioti by ,he mmmer wiln ucr sister and hef Matute.
jjm
I
federal authorities to prevent a strike, family,
We liud that the city peace officers
The city council of Milwaukee has
appointed a committee to find out
why the boys and girls of that city
are so bad and the New York Herald suggests that it may be because
the beer is so good!
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BLACKWELL, Cashier

Drugstore
Schroeder's
Raton,

H. T. LANDS

Roberts

E. HARTLEY

Manager

of SPRINGER
BANK
MEXICO
SPRINGER,
Capital Paid

$30,000

Jl

.

HE

SA WISEM AN

takes advantage opportunities. Some the greatest
judicious investments in
made
tunes America have
were able
real estate. They have been made by men
fathom into the future and discern the trend developments.

TODAY

dollars are seeking investments in
income is greater than
assured rate
the country.

Thousands

where

section

any other

CIMARRON AND VICINITY

in the eyes the public as the most promising
you are seeking a home in a
for investment.
returns on
congenial clime, you are looking for
to come and look over the situation.
pay
ment,
double your money in one
you
town
that
can sell
are looking
a location will
year. Business men
at Cimarron conditions that will please them. Beautifully
a large section
inspiring scenery,
cated, surrounded
grazing and farming country as a clientage with new
ment the mineral, coal and timber country constantly
enticing.
the
sale large rooming house and restaurant that
have
The buildings
paying per cent on an investment
will pay you investigate.
are new and occupy three lots.
Is Just

y

niim-hoii-

pfo.-ple-
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F. A.Cimarron,
New Mexico.
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to investigate and report as soon as
possible.
Petition from tax payers from precinct No. 4, asking for a donation of
1030 feet of lumber for the purpose
constructing a bridge over Main Heck
Arroyo was granted.
Petition from the tax payers from
the city of Raton for a bridge over
Raton creek leading to public school
on east side was read. Commissioner
Burcb was appoint! as a committee
to meet with the city council of Raton
regarding same and report back to
the board.
Petition from the tax payers from
precinct 15, changing the public road
from Aurora to Hall's. Peak, referred
... . ,
,.
.nm m.
8.- J
.unmcuuni
to lay off the road as petitioned and
report to the commissioners.
The clerk was instructed to order
four copies of the compiled laws of
New Mexico.
The following road supervisors were
appoin'ed
Precinct 3 George Webster for the
district lying south of Cimarron to
the precinct lines. Fred Whitney
from Cimarron north to precinct Hues.
Precinct 1 George Spinner.
Precinct 10 N. M. Bartlett.
Precinct 2 Francis Mayland.
Precinct 14 Wade Brac kett.
Precinct 15 Juan Fernandez.
Precinct 9 Jake Carlin.
PreciDct 17 Jas. L. Sm ythe.
Precinct 8 Severino Martinez.
Precinct 4 Jesus L. Abreu.
The county attorney was instructed
to draft letter in legal form to call in
the bonds now out which are to be
grj up with the new refuuding

MARROW BRIDGE
CONTRACT AWARDED

PILING

IP

FINES

AGAINSTRAILROADS

J. R. Charette

&

Bro.

General Merchandise

Washington, April 4. Reports to
the department of Justice are to the
Motto;
effect that the federal courts are pil
ing up fines against the various rail
GOODS
The Honorable Board of County tases for 1906, an exemption of 5200
roads at the rate of $10,000 a day for
Men's fine ribbed underwear, good warm goods, the kind
Commissioners of Colfax county met wa allowed on tax roll and treasurer
violation of the
usually sold for $1.25 a suit, will go the rest of the season at
law
regulating the transportation of live
in regular session at the court house was instructed to take off the taxes ou
160 acres of land that had been asstock. More than 400 cases are still
in the city of Raton, April 1, 1907.
sessed to him erroneously, the said
pending and this number is being in
Present, John C. Taylor, chairman, land not belonging to him
MEN'S
creased at an average of twenty-fiva
$6,00 grades in cowboys' and miners' boots, the best wearers
E. N. Burch and David Crow, E, G.
The committee from the city coun
day.
The systematic
and good styles, we are selling for
campaign
Twitty, clerk.
cil of the city of Raton, consisting of
against the railroads is a sequel to the
Minutes of last meeting were read Messrs. Jones, Shuler, Rush, council- passage of the new cattle transportaand on motion duly seconded and car- Vion nr.) fit
A
IMT:1
Uuu
tion
bill that was put through at the
nuiucj
niWiuried, were approved.
...
I
t
IL. I
last session of congress. The new law
Best heavy drill, without bins,
E. N. Burch. being a committee on the city jail lot and asked the board
Heavy drill bib overalls, worth
provided specifically for the humane
the 75c grade , we want
e
$1.25, we are selling per
settlement with the city to turn over to the city all rights and
handling of cattle at points of entrainyou to wear 'em per pr. 5ÜC
pair at
75c
council of Raton,- - reported that he title to the said lots, and that the city
ing and detraining and for proper
had met with the said city council of Raton was willing to pay the
.
GOODS
pens and water and feeding facilities
and was unable to effect a settlement county the sum of $ 100 for a
Our line of groceries is well selected, and the prices are lower than
quit
at the rest points.
and that a committee from the said claim deed for the property,
many towns farther east. In canned goods and fancy groceries
The cases presented for prosecution
our line is unexcelled. Fresh ranch eggs, at low prices. Topeka
city council was to meet with the
The offer of the city of Raton to
have so far been based entirely on the
Creamery Butter at 35o per pound
Our warehouse is full of
Honorable Board today and make a pay 1100 for quit claim deed to lot 11
feed, hay and grain, and the prices are very low.
time limit governing the shipments,
full settlement.
block 19, origiual townsite, used as a
some of the cases recording shipments
The following justice of the peace city jail is accepted and the
chairman
that have been ninety hours without
reports were read, approved and of the board of county
commissioners
food, water or rest.
But there are
ordered filed:
is hereby authorized to execute the
other provisions that will be enforced
Precinct No. 1, Herman Funke, proper deed upon payment by said
New Mexico
after the law has gotten into a little
quarter ending March 31.
city to the county of said sum of $100.
more settled shape. The observations
Precinct No. 2, Francis Mayland,
Committee from the city council of
of the officials of the department show
quarter ending March 31.
the city of Raton reported that the
that there are often instances of gross
Precinct No. 3, Geo. Milner, quarter amount due from the county to
the
inhumanitv aud treatment of stock at
ending March 4.
city on the cost of the building used
loading points. Some of the cattle
Precinct No. 3, J. S. Wilson, quar as a pest house was 144.71 and
that
have their horns knocked off by rough
ter ending March 31.
CHARETTE & BRACKETT, Props.
the county's proportion of expense for
handling, and there have beenjeases
Precinct No. 20, F. P. dntou, care and medical attendance furn
where legs were broken aud hoofs
quarter ending March 31.
ished county patients to date was
wrenched off in the same way. These
Constable Sam Wright, precinct 20, $147. Both bills were allowed
by the I
cases will be prosecuted and the roads
Room
quarter ending March 31, 1907.
will
Doara
be
compelled
not
only
to
handle
bonds.
The report of Emil Ashe, justice ol
The bid of the Cimarron Construe
The clerk was
to write to the cattle in a proper way, but to pro
the peace for precinct 15, wai ordered tion Co. for a bridgo
Cimarron to the secretary of the
territory with ref vide proper quarters for them when
returned tor me reason that same cost $5176. is accepted and the cit
erence to county bill for election ex they are disembarked forthe rest of
was not mode out on the legal form izens of
Cimarron agree to do the fill penses incurred in
L
the election of del the nay.
provided for such reports.
.
..
.
ink reauired on both Annmanhps. I
... ..
...
.
. egaies 10 tne constitutional conven
The bonds of the following justices
RATON. NEW MEXICO
nepreseniaiive citizens present, a rea-GETTING READY TO
orl
of the peace and constables were read enck Whitney, Frana
Crocker and
LEAVE ALAMO CITY
following
The
bills
Effective Nov.
were
allowed
1906
and approved.
Littrell, all members of the and warrants ordered drawn in
pay The San Antonio
Ed Maulsby, justice of the peace, board voting in the affirmative,
Gamblers Will
Trains
West
Bound
East Bound
ment of same:
precinct 5.
Take No Chances on the New
The olerk was instructed to return Oeo, Spinner, constable fees
$ 21 SO
J. C. MasdB, constable.
Texas Law.
the check of S. E. Pelphry, $550, Kobert Lore, court bouse repairs
10 00
No. 3....
2:40 a. m
No. 8
5:40 a. m
F. C. Bakes, juBtice of the peace, which accompanied bis bid.
Remsberg Mer. Co., nippliet
8
Remington
Typewriter
San Antonio, Tex., March 30. The
Co
7 70
precinct 11
Board adjourned to meet at 10 a. v m. Killing, burying pauper
10:00 a. m
Xo.l
60 00
No 4
8:10 a m
Chas. C. Tnnes, justice of the peace, ra. Tuesday.
law is the chief topic
Sandusky Batty Co., supplies
23 35
W. H. Smith, lumber for bridge
precinct 23, E. P. McQuire constable.
in local sporting circles. No. 7
18 00 of discussion
l:25p.m
No. 10
p.m
TUESDAY, APRIL 2.
Arthur Trelford, iupt. penitentiary
46 00
James Burkholder, justice of the
The gamblers say they will take no
Marlon Littrell, feeding prisoners
364 00
Board
met
as per adjournment Mariou Littrell, committments
peace, precinct 24, Theo. Gardiner,
3:00 p.m
No. 2
14 00 chances
6:15 p.m
on the new law and will No. 9
Marion Littrell, Jailor and guard salary.. 141 CO
Present as per yesterday.
constable.
leave
efthe
as
state
soon
as
it
takes
Baton Fuel Co, fuel for court house
40 00
R. C.
The clerk was instructed to issue
The letter from J van Houten re John LoyJ, guard small
pox patient.......
3 00 fect.
They are preparing to leave
certificates of appointment.
garding Taos road was referred to F. Maea, court house repairs
2 00
now and many of them will go to Ne
ST. LOUS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN & PACINC RAILWAY COMPANY
23 35
In the matter of Thos. Martinez Commissioner Burch with instructions E. O Twitty, postage, express, ete.
Prank Oliver, garbage
2 25 vada.
They say that while the law
New Mexican Prtutlng Co., supplies
i;i4 06 will have
the effect of driving them
iobbs Hardware Co., supplies.
20 95
out of the state, it will not stop
John Hixenbaugh, stamps, etc
11 05
gambling and that after a temporary
iam Wright, constable fees
7 85
M. M. Salazar. water rent
12 50
shutdown the games will flourish as
Theo. Cannard, constable fees
2 00 ever.
It is only recently that the
Marlon Winters, 'leputy fees
126 23
gambling houses have reopened after
CJeo. Woodlionae, road overseer
65 00
James Berna, constable
a long shutdown. The shutdown was
15 si
E. O. Twitty, deputy district clerk (three
due to the vigilant efforts of senator Daily
Wells Fargo Express
months)
75 00
"Bob" Green, when he was county
Bosh Lumber Co,, lumber, etc
23 05
Distance
judge, but he had no sooner left the
STATION
from
Train No. 1
Train No. 2
Rush Lumber Co.. lumber, etc.
18 40
Knton
T. B. Hart, services March
city than the gambling was resumed
98 00
Leaves
RATON
IS ir p.m.
Schroeder's Drug Store, medicines...
Arrives
4.00 p.m.
20 80
and carried on as openly as ever.
7
ll.,"7 p.m.
Leaver
Uaves
CLIFTON HOl'SK
4.28 p.m.
Raton Water
.

uu

Our

"Live and Let Live"
SEASONABLE

twenty-eight-ho-

85c
BOOTS

e

$4.50
MEN'S OVERALLS

i.,.,,

pest-hous-

I

FINE GROCERIES

CANNED

J, R. Cimarron,
Charette

& Bro.

The Lobby Saloon & Cafe

....Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars. Billiard....
in Connection.

Short Order Cafe Open Day and Night

"

A. T.

S. F. TIME TABLE.

1

4th.

5

Larimore, Agent

Strike Averted By
Commissioners

Passenger

Representatives of President are
Successful in Their Efforts
Toward Compromise

Works, water rent, three
months,
JO 00
E. U, Twitty, balance due on certified
copies ditches
40 CO
Eaton Range, printing
5 00
Raton Range, printing commissioners'
ag 75
proceedings
15 50
t. P. Canton, justice of peace, fees
Herman FnnltA. tiiaftM nf ruttna tmaa
in OS.
oity of Raton
70
..
m
...
rv
san
Ms.l.h. Da awl .u
ca ju
.UFp,.o
Daniel Sandoval, salary probate Judge,

4.43 p.m.
5.00 p,m.

fi..

1

I

cll..

-.-.-j

leaves

Arrives

8

I
)

VRUSTON

wnfm.Pfi if Nmns"

..Leaven

Leaves
Arrives
Arrives

p.m.

l

t-i--

I

ur

I

I

I

I
I

-

I

nine-ho-

in!,

Neill of the United

.UII1H1I531U1I

auuj

viiairmtn

States Laber commission.

The new agreement, which goes into effect dating from April I,
follows;

.

winmy
iuiei,
Troy, bounty

warrann
warrant 430

Oscar
P. K. Thorpe, bounty warrant 431
C. L. Youngblood, bounty warrant 4:C
Uracea Ranch, bounty warrant 433
Joe Rich, bounty warrant
O. Huem field, bounty warrant 435
Oscar Troy, bounty warrant 438

lw
1

...

I

00

1 00

I

00

I

4 00

1

00

I

00

I

4 00

I

12
1

The pay of conductors in the passenger serviee to be increased
No other business appearing, the
$10 a month; that of baggagemen $7.50, and that of flagmen and board adjourned to meet May 6, 1907.
J. C. TAYLOR. Chairman B. C. C.
brakemen 0.50 a monin, as applied to tne schedule in enect Nov. 1,
E.G. TWITTY, Clerk.
The railroads are not to make any reduction in crews or increase
Smoked Out tho Burglars.
(England) policeman, hear
A
in mileage for the purpose of offsetting the increased wages given the ing Ieds
auspicious noises In a dark cellar,
sprinkled cayenne pepper on some cot
passenger trainmen.
ton wool, set fire to the cotton and
Overtime in the passenger service to be allowed on the basis of put it through a grating of the cellar.
Two burglars speedily came out and
fifteen miles an hour, to be computed for each part of the run separwere captured.
ately. Timeisto begin at the scheduled time of leaving
Garage on Every Door.
Roads on a basis of more than ten hours for a day in helper or
'Steam heat, electric light, tele
construction train service are to make no increase in the rates paid phone, hot and cold water and gar
for such service.
in

the agreement are to apply also to rates

for special services asTspacified in the individual schedule

Upm roads having a bstter basis for a day's work, or for

pay- -

ment 01 overtime or otner allowances, in au Drancnes o! tram service,
the acceptance of this agreement is not to act as a reduction.
The Brotherhood of Locomotive firemen were also granted today
ty the railroads an'increase of ten per cent.

CIMARRON

age, the apartment-to-le- t
ads win
A Chicago capitalist has
soon read.
planned to erect an apartment build
ing containing individual garages fori
STery flat.

Her Guess.
One of the recent candidates for po
sition as librarian in the New York
public library wrote on her examination paper in answer to a question re
garding the novels of Lew Wallace
that his principal work was "Her
Bao."

or business
houseiin Cimarron to rent
or sell, and make 20 per
cent on an investment of
A residence

from $1.000 to $5.000.
There are twenty applicants to rent every building that is erected. For
particulars, address

1906.

The increases granted

BUILD

ur

ft,.
tu. Tt..t,.
3iiv rv.uiihiici.c

V
ui
jvuajjjj

Improvement Co.,
Cimarron,

I
I

11.40

a.m.

11.20 a.m.
ll.iio a.m.

leaves
Wanted to Be In Style.
11.10 a.m.
23
KOKHLER
Arrives
p ui.
VKKMKJO
:B
Arrives
.Arrives 1 10.15 a.m.
SAp.ni.
Little Frankte, aged three years,
f 8.15
D..VÍ a.m.
41
CERkOHOSO
Leaves
Leaves
D.m.
was admiring a new waist with a lac
!).:
47
a.m.
CIMARRON
Arrive.
6
p.m.
Uaves
yoke worn by his young auntie, when
124,
Ry.
A
in
arriving Dawson, N.W
train
Connects with El Paso Houtwestern
t
suddenly he exclaimed: "O, Lucy, I t Cannecu with Kl Faso A Southwestern Rv. Train No. 1U3. leavins Dawson. N.
Htage for van Houten meets trains at freston, N. II
wish you would make me a dress with
W. A. GORMAN, Geo Pais. AgU,
a window in it, too!"
Haton. New Mexico
5.20
5.10

Chicago, April 4. 1 he ditterences between the Western railroads
.u..,w
.... ana, OI inc CrOtnernOOa
r-i
n ., ,
111c 1UC111UCI3 01 me n.j
vrucr 01 conductors
130 00
threemonths
......
ifD.:l
laminan- wtic uuauiy ujuaicu i.j...
lie men a Dan-- E. Q. Twitty, salary three months, clerk.. 250 00
jvauway T.:
luudy.
B. N.
salary and expense labor.... 224 50
doned their demand for a nine-howorkday, and the railroads made! TomasBurch,
Homero, guard small pox patient 47 50
salary and mileage
210 00
an advance over their previous propositions in the pay of baggage John Taylor,
David Crow, aalary and mileage.....
232 00
Co.,
Pauley
oa account stew Jail
Jail
men, flagmen and brakemen of $1.50 a month. The original demands
building
1000 00
Oeo.
Pace,
stamps,
ete
10 40
J.
of the men were for an increase of twelve per cent, and for a working
J. Leah, salary and axnenaaa. 3 month ti ax
day of nine hours. The managers offered an increase of pay of ten per J p- Hntcnineon. justice of peace tees , 1 75
a
Rmm fitna AMint, Im.
cent, and declined to giant the
day,
h. w. Adams, bounty warre'nüas""'...!.!!!! 66 0
14 00
H. W.Adams, bounty warrant 427
The agreement was reached mainly through the efforts of Chair- - oidbam Brae, bounty warrant 4a
t oo
iiiuj

--

13
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Schedule

N. M.
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Supply oí Cimarron and vicinity is unlimited and
localithe quality for all uses is unsurpassed by any
water
of
ty in the world. Following is an analysis
from Cimarron by R. W. Hunt & Company:
0BIN8 PKR
INCRUSTINO

I

HI

UM444--

M

Calcium Carbonate
Calcium 8nlphate
Calciam Chloride
Magnesium Carbonate
Magnesium Slpbate
Magnesium Chloride
Iron and Alumina
flilioa
Suspended Matter

8.6896
1.1580

--

i HHi

1.1663
--

l rjljllll.IIUl.ll.Ujj

,

-

81)141

--

Sodium Sulphate

Sodium Chloride
Sodium Carbonate
Sodium Nitrato
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Alkalinity
Carbonic Acid
Should make a Very Good water for
Boiler UH. 'Kindly note the unusually smally small amount of total
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solids.
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May 31st, 1900.
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heavier timbered foot hills on the Southern Slope of the
Rocky Mountains and is protected from storms and blizzards by a
spur of the Main Range.
Cimarron boasts of a climate unequalled elsewhere in
America. The summers are never too hot and the winters, while
crisp and cold at times, are full of sunshine. Hunting and fishing
in the hills, streams and lakes nearby is good. It is a beautiful and
healthful country to live in. The scenerv in the mounia'ns is
magnificient and the country offers every attraction to the lover
of outdoor life.
From a business standpoint, Cimarron is most ideally and
strategically located at the entrance to the last great pass through
the Rocky Mountains and, as if in confirmation of the old saying
that "the last is always the best' the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific Railway Company, in acquiring this pass, has secured the
best and shortest line of all to the Pacific Coast and this railroad
has shown its appreciation of the advantages and possibilities of
Cimarron and its confidence in the future of the place by selecting
it for its General Headquarters and for the location of its shops
and they have been wise for Cimarron is the center of a region that
has every resource one could ask.
Following are a few good reasons why Cimarron is likely to
become a good business point:
Cimarron is the
and has the shops of the St.
Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway Company and is to be
rs
and have the shops of the Cimarron & North
the
western Railroad now building. Either would make of it a large
sized town.
Cimarron is the
and the seat of operation of
the most important lumber business of New Mexico. Tributary
to the town are the finest and most extensive tracts of Pine Tim
ber in the Southwest and the products come to Cimarron for
handling, treatment and distribution. In view of the ever increas
ing demand for lumber, the country over, had Cimarron no other
resources this business would make of it a city.
Cimarron lies in the center pf the best cattle range in all the
world Here the cattle escape the killing .effects Northers of Texas
and the drouths of the far Southwest and in contrast with the great
Ranges of the Northwhere every animal must be fed from $5.00
to $10.00 worth of hay during the cold monthsthey winter here
and keep fat without any eed other thai the natural grasses, and
with the shipping facilities now afforded by the railroad, had it no
PtleiJndustriea,lQ,draw on, it would be a cattle town of several
J J1 Vi i
Cimarron lies midway between the greatest Coal fields in
America and vast deposits of Iron, Copper, Silver and Gold. The
coke and the mineral both come down hill to Cimarron, a distance
miles or less, making it the natural location for smelt
of twenty-fiv- e
ers which will mean rich returns from the ore that with the facil- ties for shipping now afforded by the railroad, will bring good re
turns even when shipped to distant smelters.
To the East and South are thousands of acres of rich alluv- al lands that, only neíd the application of water or the skill of the
dry farmer to make them one vast garden spot. The soil is a deep
sandy loain with ai clay sub-so- il
and needs no fertilizing other
than that furnished by .the water from the mountain streams.
omacious fruit grown on these same lands took the First Prize at
the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago. In the Taos Val
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THE LAND OF OPPORTUNITY
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IMARRON, Colfax County, New Mexico, lies aÍoii. the
sunny side of a gently sloping Pinon Hill at the edge of the
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ley on similar lands so irrigated, the Pueblo Indians have raised
good crops of wheat without rotation of crops and without the use
of any fertilizer other than water, for over 300 years and this same
wheat was pronounced the best in quality of any exhibited at the
World's Fair at St. Louis
Ta the West of Cimarron the mountains rise to an altitude of
from 9,000 to 14,000 feet and from these mountains flow never failing
streams of pure water, at once suggestive of cheap power and of
irrigation. Cimaron lies midway between the sources of these
streams and these rich lands so well adapted to the culture of the
sugar beet, fruit, alfalfa, grain and vegetables.
is
Nowhere building material found in greater variety and
abundance. Instead of having to ship lumber in, as do many
towns, upon the completion of the Cimarron S3 Northwest
,

ern Railroad the entire Southwest will draw in great measure
its supply of timber products frum Cimarron.
To the Southwest are enormous deposits of the finest
cement rock. To the Northwest, a mountain of Iron. Every
where along the Cimarron River sharp sand and gravel, assuring a never failing supply of
concrete the building material of the future. An unlimited supply of building
stone is easily quarried along the line of the railroad within a
few miles of the town and there is clay for brick and lime
stone for lime. Fuel is abundant and cheap.
This then is the situation: One railroad in operation
intersecting three other important systems, which are ten,
thirty and seventy miles distant respectively from Cimarron.
Another railroad building. Ore coming down hill from one
direction and coal and coke coming down hill from another,
sugar beet, alfalfa and wheat lands on one side and an unlimited supply of water on the other. Placer beds that it will
take years to work out, Timber of the finest quality in such
quantities that a railroad is being built especially to bring it in
to Cimarron.
Fruit lands, the products of which took the first prize at
the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago. Fuel in abundance. Cement Rock, Iron, Brick Clay, Building Stone, Lime,
Sand, Gravel, etc., all within easy reach; cattle by the thousands on every side grazing the finest ranges in the world.
tt would seem then as though Cimarron would grow.
Other towns have sprung up and have prospered with perhaps nothing more than the payroll of some railroad shop to
draw on and with many natural disadvantages to contend
with, such as the scarcity, of water, fuel, building material,
etc. Other towns have only the impetous arising from the
mining and shipping of coal. Others have agricultural re
sources, but nothing more. Cities arise through the night
and contend with every draw back imaginable and yet pros
oer with nothing but ore and less of it than lies within
miles of Cimarron.
twenty-fiv- e
Timber and cattle industries alone make towns but
Cimarron has around it not one, alone, but every resource
that one could ask. Coal, coke, gold, silver, copper, iron.
farming lands, not one uncertain stream but several never
failing streams, grazing lands, cattle, timber and building material of every kind and description, fuel, railroad shops, etc
Enterprising men to push it anda climate unequalled any
where else in America. The town is in its infancy as yet but
the outlook is doubly attractive to both capital and labor be
cause development has only just begun.
re-infor- ced

,
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Storyof the Mining of the Beautiful Stcne, New
ico's Native Gem, which Rivals the
Blue of Her Azure Skies

Mex- -

i

fine workmanship. Turquoise inlaid
with other precious stones was great
lv valued bv the ancients, and a few
tfauiiful instances of their art re
main.
Mr. Rothschild of London,

many
years ?go came into possession o
single exquisite turquoise vase.
vas r.pout six inches high and reputThe
ed to have come from Persia.
color of the vase was the deepest
blue and it showed a brilliant polish.
Mr. Rothschild earnestly desired to
have a companion vase to match the
Persian oroduction. and for many
years searched in vain for a suffi
ciently larire niece of the gem to pro
duce a similar deep blue vase. It is
said that he had men searching in
Persia many years and finally turned
to America as a last resort. After
searching throueh the various tur
qncise producing properties, one of
Mr. Rothschild s men finally came to
Silver City, where he heard of the old
Indian workings. One day a Mexican came into town from the Burros
with a lump of turquoise wrapped in
a irjiinv sack. He offered it for sale
and the London agertt examined the
rem indifferently and finally bought
He had found his
it for a son.
prize at last, and he bore it away to
London before the Mexican had time
to d'sfover that he had thrown away
what would have meant to him a for
tuno. Hut Mr. Rothschild has a pair
now. and one came from
of
Tcrsia and the other from New Mexi-c- o
a perfect match, yet they were
produced at opposite ends of the
earth. Kansas City Star.

stone is variable in its occurrence
Sometimes one blast of dynamite will
open a pocket of valuable stone. And
again too feet or more will be worked
without discovering one bit of stone
of commercial value.'
Gems Worth $5,000,000 in One Pocket
Turquoise of the finest color and
hardness is more rare than the diamond of the same grade. In the
whole city of New York probably
not 20 pieces of perfect turquoise
could be found. It is not on the market. Small nieces may be hoarded
by the dealers, but on the whole, the
deep azure blue turquoise is not often
seen, because it cannot be found.
It has been 12 or more years since
the famous Elizabeth pocket was
found in the Azure mine. Ihe tur
quoise found in this pocket occurred
near the surface and was of a blue
,
eyer found in Persia
,
. .
...
..
ami liner Ulrtu ai:jr
,
2Q
carat
so,d
,t wM
at
Amerca
estimated that the
company sü,d the E1Mbeth
.
,
Si.ooo.ooo
than
no ,
.,
....
.
It would have broken uie mamci iu
produce this quantity of flawless
,:.Urr of Tezcuco. in Mexico, w; gems at one time and without doubt
found a throne of pure gold imaiu
carefully hoarded by
The Indian name for
with turmu.ie.
Ju.
and
was givei
...,,.,.;..
ally put upon the market. Very litto a numntain near Santa re, A.
tle of this grade of turquoise can be
where the stone is still found. Tin bouuht at this time. The company
We are having quite a cold wave
chaiarchives of Santa Fe record the
few P'eces for show pur" here today.
a
retains
iltt ora nt bearing the date of poses DUt 11 Jieuiy auiuiis
uu
Miss Bessie Jackson speot a few
road lead
.! a l.road traveled
since that time has turquoise ot sucn
Silver
of
way
days
the first of the week visiting
by
Fe
ing from Santa
high grade been discovered in their
friemls in Baton.
Gty, N. M., to the City of Mexico mine.
would appear to indicate that many
John Sikens and G. Vender Hej
The turquoise is found in seams
..
,
ts. The were business visitors to Raton, Friof the gems used for ornament
and
.
,
?.
...
.
nalaccs of the Aztecs were tmcst
mv.-iturquoise is usuanj iuuuu ... day and Saturday.
brought from the Cerrillos and Burro nugget form, a lump of bright blue
Miss Ivy Whitely is spending a few
mountains near the cities named.
imbedded in the mother stone.
days
Men.
at the Geo. Littrell ranch, the
Prehistoric
Mined bv
The interior of a turquoise is not guest of Miss Florence.
in
these
turquoise
of
...
mining
...
TV,.
in
blue
The
vpii of
.
... .
,
undoubtedly carried on .
-Meritt McMath of Raton came
wuu
.
porpnyry
selling,
tne
fnre the Spaniards came 10
spot
deep blue
down
Friday and stayed till Sundae
a
green
lense
a
Amrriea. Immense depressions inai .there
a
blue
long
surface,
and Jeff Jackson.
blue
with
Abe.
paler
a
on
eating excavations, and old dumps, nenrilini? on an otherwise
barren
Littrell came in from the
Geo.
Mrs.
imwhere relics of the age of stone
gray wall, a mass of fairly good blue ranch Monday and went to Raton to
plements are found, constitute the cut into a pillar the varying shades
spend some days visiting.
proof.
and surorisinz form lend a continual
A. P. Whiteley, J. J. Heringa and
Hammer heads of flint, bearing enchantment and efficient lure to the
grooves for the binding on of han- seeker after true blue.
John Whiteley drove over to Cimarron
dles with which to weild these clumMuch turquoise fades very rapidly Monday,' returning Wednesday.
sy implements, coiled pottery of the a short time after being exposed to
Mrs. Rease Stubblefield spent Tuesoldest known type, are found near the air, and is, of course, compara- day and Wednesday at her father's
these old workings. The method of tively valueless. Water is so inranch on the Vermejo, Mr. Littrell
the prehistoric workers was crude herently a part of turquoise that a
her home for a few days,
accompanied
and slow. With the hammers weigh- prolonged immersion in the fluid will
would be beneficchange
hoping
the
the
stone
pounds,
ing from one to 20
rerharire the eems with the desirable
There dark blue color, but the effect is last- ial, for he has bean suffering from
was patiently chipped away.
are some slight indications which ing. Other qualities of the stone are rheumatism.
would lead to the bilief that fires affected by light and most of them
A. S. Rogers came in yesterday with
were made upon the rocks and water must be kept some time, years pref- sixty head of cows and calves that he
thrown upon the hot rock in order erably, in order to test their color bought at Cimarron,'from Will Vance.
'to crack it, and thus release the tur- retaining capacity.
Mr. Rogers has lost a few yearlings
quoise, but this theory lacks proof,
Mnnv eem experts have made a from what he supposes to be black
since the fire markings cannot prove study of the possibility of deepening
leg.
their own antiquity.
the color of the gems. Naturally, a
Most all of the farmers on the Red
In the Burro mountains, near Sil- fortune awaits the chemist who will
ver City, N. M., many such old im- succeed in changing the pale blue and River Ditch have been planting out
plements have been found, proving am n stones to a changeless deep hrubbery, small fruits, shade and
that the stones were polished where blue. So far the efforts along that fruit trees during the past week, but
they were produced by rubbing them lino h.ive hot been successtui, ana as yet have no water for the river is
upon sandstone of graduated sorts noss
iblv the reason is that no stone low.
I
from the coarse grain to the finest can be so easily imitated as the turJ. A. Tinsley, from the AgricultuSmall (.tones of the shape that is quoise. A good imitation turquoise
ral
station at Mesilla, New Mexico,
readily fitted into the hand, are found rannot be discovered save by a gem
up Wednesday, and isoutatthe
came
perof
hangrooves
polished
to
the
highly
with
expert one accustomed
ranch giving instructions as
Glidden
final
fect curved shape, showing the
dling of the polished stone. The
methods of farming here.
best
perto
the
the
may
attain
perfection of the gems by hand.
made turquoise
Mining the Gems.
E. 'R. Manning, wife and J little
fect color and be made capable of a
In the order of their modern dis- higher polish than that produced by daughter, Arline, returned Saturday,
covery the locality of the New Mex- any but the finest gems.
from a visit of several week at Lin-coiValue of Turquoise Matrix.
ico turquoise mines is as follows: Los
Nebr. Mr. Manning has shipped
Cerillos, Santa Fe county; Burro
The turouoise is chioped out of the in a fine horse, which he purchased
noúntains, Grant county; Hachiti, rock and picked up in nuggets as it
while away.
Grant county, and the Jarilla moun- occurs from the blest. It is dumped
J. A. Krannawitter was taken sertains in Otero county.
nto a car and hauled to the long
iously
ill Sunday night, and Dr. Hopproduced
in
the
is
have
left
it
which
where
The mints
Santa Fe cut,
the finest gems are in the Burro open air. After something of a fresh kins of Springer, waa called. He is
mountains near Silver City, where air test, it is chipped clean of por- much better and is overseeing the
the largest turquoise mine in the phyry and graded, when it is shipped work at the depot, but will not at
world, the Azure mine, is located.
to New York.
tempt to take full charge of the work
It is said that the appearance of The production of the turquoise for some days yet.
turquoise rings on the Indian chains matrix is given as much study as the
Mrs. Alvin Ash has been in Max
thereabouts was the first indications flawless eem. There arc three kinds well part of this week, she has gone
matrix, that which isj
to the modern masters of the land of turquoise
busi.
. .
f out to their ranch to look after
L
t
that turquoise could be found in the eined with iron: mat wnicn is nanf ness affairs, and will visit with friends
;,nj half turquoise (clearly dc
vicinity of Cook's peak. Cook's peak ro
Raton before returning to her home
was Gcronimo's stronghold, and the fined); and that which Iis mottled
in
Texas.
Apache Indians raged over the Santa a darker blue spot on a lighter blue
Heringa and family returned
latJohn
Ibackcround.
Burro
This
vice
Mogollones,
versa.
the
or
ftita's. the
mountains and the Black range. ter kind is often very beautiful, and to Maxwell last Friday and have takTheir pottery, ornaments and weap- - st.ls for $1.25 a carat, wholesale. The en up their residence in their former
ons are found everywhere. Almost price is in remarkable contrast to the home, after an absence of almost two
1,.-:
..
Anlrl
1.
I.
nr KmlirVlt- l .'1nüll Lie
i.i. v n na T7 .u 1....
months at Ft. Colins, Colo. Mr. HerrvCiy Vliaill JIIVIU upn w.
least
The mot- - inga has sold his Racket store in Ft.
at $20 a carat wholesale.
from the Indians contains at
two secret messages, cue comes in t led turuuoise matrix is generally Colins to O. P, Pesmen and bought
the form of numerous shells which fiuund to contain about 50 per cent the Penman ranch near here. People
It has had a re- - who have lived here ten or fifteen
sneak of the dav when the southwest Lmre turquoise.
I
.
.u- .1
me pasi scvtui
me
vogue
anu
máncame
country was under water,
years most always come back.
'
other in bright polished blue beads years for use as broches and other
Dixie.
grade
in
Second
save
counterpart
personal
ornaments
which have no
the gem turquoise. So the old time turquoise is much used for a cheaper
BIDS TOR GRADING
miners reasoned that these bits of grade of ornaments, and usually sells
azure stone promised other such in at from SO to "5 cents a carat. The
the vicinity and they reasoned well, gems are so incrusted with stone that
Miners Hospital Grounds
The entrance into the Azure mine ften 50 per cent of the gem is lost
Will be received at the office of A.
I
is a tremendous cut, l.ooo feet long, in the cutting.
R. Streicher, Secretary, untif 12:00
T.irq.ioisc has a use quite aside
6o feet across the bottom, 13 across
April 15th,1907, for full parMonday,
Mr )in its setting as a ocm. Its decortin- - too and T? felt deep.
ticulars
call
at the office of A. R.
when
unquestioned
is
,and
worked
value
ive
at
not
Turauoise minet arc
20
with precision or rule, as the precious J tii e stone is very hard it is capable of Streicher, Mendelson Blk. . i
The largest turquoise mine in the
world is situated in the Burro mountains in New Mexico. It is called
the Azure mine. From Persia comes
turquoise of fine color and exquisite polish, but no single mine in the
Asiatic country has produced gems of
a finer grade nor in such abundance
as have been taken from this one
wine in New Mexico. Turquoise are
found in Colorado, Nevada, Alabama,
California and Arizona, but the mines
of New Mexico furnish the trade in
the United States with more than
of its wares, because it is
two-thirthere that the purest gems have been
found within the last 25 years.
The turquoise has been used as an
ornamental gem from the beginning
of historic time, and to many the
finding of stone implements near old
workings of tnrquo.se property
mnrlusivc proof of its use in prehts- toric days. The Mohammedans usedpolished blue stones in their buildings of worship; the Peruvians orsun
of
the
temple
their
namented
1
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Cimarron

LUMBER CO.
Wholesale and Retail
Lumber and Building
Material of Every Description and Builders Hardware

--

CIMARRON
LUMBER Co.
CIMARRON,

N. M.
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Bring in Your Samples
A. T. Mclntyre, president of the
Deep Tunnel Mining and' Milling
company of Elizabcthtown, is col
lecting ore to place in cabinets to be
placed in the depots at Raton. The
following letter to the Prospector explains the matter quite fully:
Elizabethtown, N. M.,

February 14, 1907.
Red River Prospector,
Red River, N. M.
Dear Sir: I am collecting mineral
specimens from Elizabethtown and
Red River, to be placed in cabinets,
one at Santa Fe depot and one at the
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific
depot in Raton, to advertise the Red
River and Elizabethtown mining dis
tricts. If the miners of Red Kiver
will donate specimens, labeled, show
ing what property they are from, they
will he placed in the cabinet just as
they are labeled. Please bring or
send them to A. T. Mclntyre, and
leave at the postoffice in Elizabeth-towHoping the people will see
the good of this and respond quickly,
I am yours truly,
A. T. M'INTYRE."
Any ore left at the News and Press
office in Cimarron, or handed to
Arthur O'Sullivan, will be forwarded
to Mr. Mclntyre.

l

Frank A. Haimbaugh
CIMARRON,

1

........

-

M.

N.

Plans, Specifications, Surveys, Estimates, Inspection, Superintendence, for Sewerage
systems, Water works, Dams, Reservoirs,
Canals. Landscape work for Parks, Municipal
Examination and Reports made of
Coal, Mineral and Timber Properties

THE ANTLERS SALOON
John Livingston, Proprietor

n.

Subscribe for the Cimarron News- Press. It will cost you just two dol
lars a year. Address the Cimarron
Publishing Co., Cimarron, N. M.
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NEAR ROCKY MOUNTAIN

DEPOT

Fine Liquors and Cigars
5

3

5

New Mexico

Cimarron,
--
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CIMARRON
C0NSRTUCTI0N
COMPANY

1

1

Engineer

Civil and Consulting

n,

--

l

General Contractors

Operates in all the Towns in the
Territory

!

S. E. PELPHREY
Gen'l Manager

Cimarron, N. M.
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CARRIAGE 125 YEARS OLD.

Where the Emigrant Lands

Pi-

1

I

1

Belonged to General Henry Knox. Is
Still in Good Repair.

-'

y

5Irrw

1

f

first

selectman

of Thomaston,

Magnificent building at Ellis Island through which all aliens must pass
and where they must undergo a rigid and thorough inspection and examination as to their qualifications before they are allowed to land in the United

HAS NEW THEORY TO AID BRAIN

KILLS WIFE WITH FUNNY STORY.

English Educator Says One Should
Use Both Hands in Writing.

New Jersey Man Makes His Spouse
Laugh Herself to Death.

London. The boys at Eton, a pre
mler school over here, admission int'
which Is very difficult, are Just a'
present on their best behavior. Tlu
head master, Canon
Lyttleton,' hai
adopted a new form of punishmen'
which is far from popular. Offender:
against the school rules are nov
obliged to write out a certain numbe
of lines with the left hand, and som
of the Uds, It Is said, would rathe
be birched than undergo the new pec
knee.
Canon Lyttleton believes thoroughly In ambidexterity and is of the opinion that a boy should be trained t
use his left hand as well as his right
He is putting his theories Into practice. He contends that people shouln
be able to use their left .hand as we'!
as their right, because it has an effect on the brain. If the left hand la
not as active as the right, he hold.-i
the left side of the brain is affected.
He is of the opinion that immense
benefits are gained by boys able to
use the left hand as well as the rlgh'.
There would he no such thing
writers' cramp if persons used both
hands in writing.
A private lecture on the subject wan
given at Eton to the masters and others, when it was shown that in America the left hand Is very much moro
used than In this country. The general opinion is that Canon Lyttleton's
Idea is an excellent one.
a prominent
Justice Phllllmore,
English judge, is a striking exponent
When one hand is
of ambidexterity.
tired he changes his pen to the other,
and during a heavy day in the law
courts his accomplishment is the envy
of the tired reporters.

Trenton, N. J. A hearty laugh over
a funny story related to Mrs. Mary
Elizabeth Bennett a few days ago by
her husband, Frederick H. Bennett, resulted directly in the woman's death.
3he continued to laugh several mln-jte- s
so violently that she burst a blood
The husband's mirth was cut
short by his wife's sudden illness.
A physician was summoned, but he
:ould do nothing for Mrs. Bennett. She
iuffernd excruciatingly for three days
'lefore she died. The ratal joke, which
was told while the Bennetts were at
llnner, was as follows:
"A young fellow came Into the office
'.his morning and asked If he could
have the telephone. I said he could if
he didn't take it away with him. So,
calling up his home,' he telephoned to
'lis wife: 'Say, Mame, Uncle Bill, Aunt
Sallle and grandma and Cousin Em,
Cousin Liz, Cousin Tom and Uncle
Joshua and the Brown family are all
coming over for dinner.'
"The young fellow paused long
enough to get his breath, and then
concluded: 'Go out and get a slice ol
ham, and we'll have a big dinner for

I

.'''".f

States.

.

BENEFIT GREATLY BY WORK OF
AGRICULTURAL pEPARTMENT.
Ahead $231,000,000 Each Year, According to Estimate Bureau of Animal Industry First Showing
Hens Their Duty Valuable. ,
$231,000,000

.

people profit
annually by the work of

Washington.

The

the agricultural department,

accord-

ing to the estimates of the bureau officials made public In the report of the
committee on expenditures In the aghas
ricultural department, which
spent .the entire session Investigating
i
the department.
The bureau of animal Industry leads
the list with an annual valuation of
la be$30,000,000, of which $100,000
cause of the experiments making hens
' Ay more
plentifully.
Chief Willis J. Moore, of the weather bureau, gays his bureau annually
benefits the people $30,000,000. 7
The bureau of plant Industry places
fts value at $29,000,000.
Of this, $100,-00is because of the saving by Introducing the resilient cow pea.
Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, of the bureau
of chemistry, thinks his office does
$10,000,000 of. good. He places the investigation of sorghum syrup, the saving from the investigation of the
' sugar beet and the utilization of waste
In making denatured alcohol at $1,000,- 000 each. He estimates the value of
his "poison squad" experiments In de- . termining the effects on health of food
preservatives and coloring matter at
$5,000,000.
Dr. Wiley thinks his investigation of the "sweet" or "hot" corn
industry is worth annually $250,000.
The bureau of biology, which in support of Its estimate that It annually
benefits the people $3,000,000, submitmaps lated beautiful orange-colorethe United
beled "Skunk area of

a-

"

0

DEAF WILL ENJOY MUSIC.

.

French Doctor Declared to Have Won
derful Invention.

d

States," asserts that $1,500,000 benefit was derived from its work among
"coyotes and wolves." The biological
survey appropriation was' left out of
the agricultural bill for the reason
that the money asked was to be expended in "mapping districts in the
United States which would make Ideal
homes for frogs."
The bureau of entomology thinks it
suves the people$22,000.000 a year, of
"
which $5,000,000 is because it was In- strumental in the "Introduction of the
Australian lady-birbeetle."
The bureau of public roads Is the
most' modest of all and only asserts
It benefits the people $873,000 a year.
The report severely criticises Chief
Moore, of the weather bureau, for his
expenditures on "Mount Weather," the
research institution which he established In the Blue Ridge mountains at
a cost of $161,000, for which Comptroller Tracewell Bays under existing law
there is no authority.
Secretary Wilson, of the department
of agriculture, is criticised for exceeding his authority in expending the appropriation for the new department
of agriculture building.
Instead of
".completing a structure for the entire
department he spent the money In
building a Bingle wing.
d

Up Jailer.
C. .Taller
N.
Horace
Charlotte,
Johnson was locked up In his own

Lunatic Locks

Jail nearly an hour by an Insane Inmate, N. H. Prevo, who pocketed the
keys and ran. Leaping over a high
fence around the prison, he made a
dash for the woods, hotly pursued by
When closply
the son of Johnson.
pressed Prevo changed his course, and
made for the large reservoir of a cotton niill near by. Before young John-socould stop him he plunged into
the icy water. He sank twice and
then swam out completely cowed and
willing to return to jail. He is insane
,on the subject of religion and Is usually peaceable.

Paris. An extraordinary Invention
appears to have been made by a French
doctor, M. Dupont, according to a communication read to the Academy of
Science by M. D' Arson val. Dr. Dupont
Intended to Invent a process by which
the sensation of music could be conveyed to deaf mutes.
He devised an apparatus by which
the number of vibrations in each musical note is conveyed through electric
wires with .alternating currents. The
apparatus Is attached to a mlcrophon"
and musical sounds are transmitted to
the body with extraordinary distinct
ncss.
, The feeling produced Is said to be
more delightful than when the note?
are har:1 a"td not only deaf mutes but
persons with good hearing declare thai
the sensation Is positively delicious.
produces
A gay waltz
unwonted
hilarity and every nerve and muscle in
the body seems to dance from the ef
forts pf what might be appropriately
described as a musical tickling ma
chine.
One may'look forward, therefore, to
the time when one can feel as well as
Lhear Mozart's operas or Deethoven'f
symphonies.

Cold Silver Copper
Iron
Our Mining Regulations are very

favReg-

orable to the Prospector. These
ulations apply to all Mineral Lands
contained within the Boundaries of the
Grant in New Mexico except reservations indicated on the mineral maps
published by the Company
Within this reservation Special Arrangements will be made with parties
desiring a large acreage and who are

prepared to develop the same

All Conditions
are favorable to the success of the
District

For further information write

The Maxwell Land Grant Company

tra.'"

CIMARRON. NEW MEXICO

Folsom Notes.
Mr. R. B. Drew is visiting a eiater
in Texas.
Mrs. Hill and daughter were shopping in Triuidad last week.
Mr: and Mrs. John Rankin, of
Johnson Mesa, were in town Mondar
and were entertained at dinner by

J.

JOHN WHITLEY.

D.

STEVENS.

STEVENS

WHITLEY
Successors to Littrell

&

We bad a nice shower and some
snow Thurday which were greatly
needed as it is verdry here.
We have had no services for several
weeks as Rev. Oriiutuel has not been
up from Clayton on account of scarlet

I

AND

fine Wines, Liquors, Cigars, etc.
Formal Opening

Live Stock

Livingston.

Mrs. Murray.

Saturday, April

13.

Real Estate
On

Leonard

Mrc. Drew, G. W. Guyer, Clarence
Suirniers.C L. Star and S, J. Murray

e

AND

Littrell Bros.

Harness

Proprietor of the Hartle Meat Market
Meats for stile by the quarter
at all times '

and

General Merchandise
Fine Wines, Liquors
and Cigars.

C. E. HARTLEY
Springer, N. M.

Saddlery

J. S. WILSON

E'town

General

Bits, Spurs, Quirts, Navajo
Saddle Blankets, an assortment
of I'lynn Saddles always on
hand ranging in price from $35
to $60.00. Also a new and up.
line of Hand-madand
Silver mounted Bits and Spurs

FRUIT TREEi
Will have a car load of Fruit
Trees from Star Nursery
::
Co., Quincy, 111.

to-da- te

Th"

an

Unearth Rich Ancient Art.
Ancona, Italy. Workmen discover-- ;
ed two ancient tombs of extraordinary
value and Interest here, while exca-- ,
vatlng for the foundations of a hos-- ,
pltal. These tombs date from the
third century before Christ. They contained some beautiful silver vases, a
pair of gold earrings set with emeralds and a gold ring set with a carved
stone.' .Orders have been given that
search be made for other antiquities. session of Mr. Boyd for
!

year.

C. E.
tf.

::

Repairing Neatly Executed New
Rigs Built to Order. Horseshoeing. Plow Work

e

::

HARTLEY

SPRINGER,

Repairing

N. M.

Cimarron,
11

The business men are
nwsitiiifi the result of an analysis of
the water in the railroad well south
of ihe depot. If this is favorable, a
mill will at once be erected.
D. R. Craig, of the Bell ranch,
in Roy.
sp'iot the last of the
Sol Floernheim, pres'dfiit of the
Floersheim Mercantile Co., arrived
here Tufs lay. Ho will leave tomorrow for Tucumeari and Clayton. He
will return iu 11 nhuii time and make
hii headquarters at this point. Ar- -

Neatly Done

Roy shortly.

K.

ik

A.S.

N. M.

MKYKK

Attorney-at-La-

Hoonis

rmgemonts are being made for the
branch store at
establishing of
Solano.

6 arid 7,

w

Ruth IiUtck.

Raton

SCHERRER & SON

Ocn'l Contractors and
j

g,

on and Carriage

above will be ou sale on

aud after March Int.

Black-smithin-

Wag-

-

y

Commission

Parties wishing to buy orell either
Live Stock or Real Estate, will
do well to call on or list their
property or stock with me

Hayward

First St

SOLD

BOUGHT

vever.

are all setting out young orchards
this spring.
Antonio Salas went to Watrous last
week and brought borne a wife We
did not learn the lady's name.
Arthur Drew went to Clayton on
business Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Rundell are
rejoicing over the arrival of a nine
pouud son April 5th.
general manager of
M.R. Belit-lthe Johnson Mesa Telephone Co.,
was in town today on business.
Dr. Dally Miss Bronson, Mrs. Kent,
Miss Allen and Susie MilliaeD were
In Trinidad Saturday.
Mrs. Hill, of Socarro, New Mex ,
was here Friday night and organized
a Pythian Sisters lodge.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce English and
.
No Cemetery for
Mr. and Mrs. John Floyd are down
The bill for the Incorpora
from the mesa visiting friends and
tion of a cemetery for the burial of
pet cats, which had been advanced to ittemltng lodge.
Little May Rope was badly scalded
the third reading stage In the legislature, was Itself consigned to thr this week, but Dr. Dally- dressed the
graveyard when Representative Mock burn and she is improving.
of Boston said;
M. M. White went to Clayton Fii-dn"I thought this measure was a joke
night to take the first degree in
but I really begin to believe that some
men are taking it seriously. First, we the Masonic lodge.
have the burial ground for these pets
'Then, of course, why not funerals?
Roy-AmericNotes.
Then the decoration of the graves ol
oí
these pets, for the decoration
graves Is entirely proper. And wtu
Tbn commissioners of Mora county
knows but one of the ministers o were in session this week.
this house might not be called on to
The ladies of the Primrose Progresofficiate at the burial services."
The house reversed Its previous ac sive Cuele met with Mrs F. Strong
this afternoon.
tion and killed the bill, 52 to 71.
A. S. Bimhkevitz returned Friday
r
Bill.
Iowa Man Has
Ocheyedan. A rare piece of cur from an extended business trip to
wncv la in noHKPKsInn of D. H. Hnv. Mora, Raton and Las Vegas
!
of this place, being an $8 bill of th(
F. A? Roy drove to Springer Tuescolonial period. It was Issued by "tin day, from which place he went by
! united
colonies," bears date' of Ma;
rail to Raton. He returned over the
9, 1776, and Is in a good state of pres
same route Friday.
ervatlon. The bill bears the Iniprin
of "Hallít Sellers," and Is believed t.
We may expeect something tang
be very rare. It has been In the
in the way of a water supply for
ble
7.")
Eight-Dolla-

,

Extensive Areas of High and low grade
Ore awaiting Development

un-Je- r

From fltreoirraph, copyright, by ünd.rwood A Underwood, H. T.

PROFIT TO FARMERS

MINERAL LANDS

4

who

purchased It of the Alden Gay estate
,n IS05. After the death of Gen. Knox,
which occurred Oct. 25. 1906, Alden
Gay's father bought the carriage of
the Knox estate, and it remained with
the Gays until Mr. Hill made his purchase. The carriage, coming as it
does from so famous a man as was
Sen. Knox, first secretary of war
"Washington, makes it a decidedly
more valuable relic. Nor is It a relic
In the sense that it is something that
has become useless, for Mr. Hill
takes a ride In this, ancient carriage
jnce in awhile, and It is in almost as
good condition as the day it came
It was probably
from its builders.
manufactured In Boston, as General
Knox operated a packet line of small
sailing vessels between Boston and
Thomaston, and at that time there
were no carriage builders in

.

ax well Land 6f ant Co

Boston. Doubtless the oldest private carriage In existence In the Unitis that which belonged States
ed to Major Gen. Henry Knox of
Thomaston, Me. The vehicle Is about
125 years old, and In it Gen. Knox
used to drive over his vast estate.
It is now owned by Frank B. Hills,

J .7
7

W- -'

,

Buildi-r-

,

Where to Stop in Raton.
Adole, Tin, Carpenter, Stone, Tlaster
and Iron Work. Toams by Day ofc
Palace Hotel opposite Santa Fe de- Week.
tf
Rooms 50 cents and $1.
po

it

Koehler Notes

LOCALS and PERSONALS

Ana it came to pass that tbe maswhose surname is
Chapin said, let there be power and
there was power, and the power as
Dr. Horatio Walker was iu Koehler tika road, is now permanently located electric and it scooteth along the
j.
iu the new store house adjoining the
Sunday.
copper wires, and entereth the bosom
roundhouse.
Of the 20 ton motors and maketh them
Mr. C. M. Black was over from
!
Mr. Riley Littrell returned Monday, to go and hauleth the coal from the
Koehler Monday.
Billy Bull, of Raton, arrived here having been on a three dajB visit bowels of the earth iu-- many carloads
with his father, Mr. Elij-- i Liitrell, at and increaseth the output most wonMonday eu route to Taos.
the Vermejo ranch.
derfully, and the master said it is well
Mr. Fred Whitney returned from
A. White, the photographer of but we doeth better yet. What we
W.
bis ranch at Caliente Tuesday,
Raton, airived here Friday and left wish to say is that we have two
D. X. Black, one of the Swaslika
the following day with Mr. C. R. van motors now running instead of the
nsruieers, arrived here from hoekler Houten
dingy engine which hauled the coal
going up Ponil Canon.
O j Monday.
Mr. Ridout is the first contractor to from the mine mouth to the tipple.
Attend the sale of fine millinery at
Billy Smith, of Van Houten, and Si
arrive on the ground and begin work
Crocker Brothers' store on April 15th,
on the Cimarron & Northwestern. Mr. Killmurry, of some place, were sub16th and 17th.
Ridout's outfit will be camped at the urban visitors to our city. Sunday the
Geo. Tonney and John D
31st. Billy said he came in to fcee if
end of mile one.
of the Swastika road, were in
bei
Mr. T. J. Collier, of Oxford, Miss., there were any Barbers heie, but
towQ Saturday.
ing
wise to Billy we noticed he was
arrived here Wednesday. April 3, to
A. S. Scherrer is building a black
when he arrived, and had
join his brother, S. J. Collier, with an clean shaved
mith shop, 40x00, for J. S. Wilson in
he left.
long
when
hair
engineering party on the Cimarron &
the new townsite.
and Miss Ada
Mrs.
L.
Gunn
J.
Northwestern.
Geo. Shehaa returned last week
Morse were Easter Sunday visitors to
The brick building now under con Raton.
having served out hrs three years' enstruction across the railroad track
listment iu the army.
A. R. Quick was a welcome visitor
from the Antlers' saloon when com
Z Mr. and Mrs.. A, II. Oilicer, of Raton,
to the B. M. company employes on
pleted will te fitted up as a drug
were the guestsof Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Thursday, April 4.
store for Dr. Horatio Walker and Mr.
Sunday.
H.Colgroveover
Sunday, the 7th, the first ball game
Oilicer of Raton.
Billy Vance started to work in the
of the season was played on the homej
The L'te Creek sawmill, the prop- grounds between the washer team and
round house Monday morning as
of the Continental Timber Co.,
erty
helper to the blacksmith.
Koehler's A B C'3, It was a pitchers'
burned down Sunday. The building
Mason Chase returned the latter
battle throughout the game until the
was completely destroyed, as was
labt two innings. Neither scut a man
part of lust week from Katon, having
three hundred and sixty-fivsome
feet home
until the beginning of the sevserved on the grand jury.
of belting. The cut lumber and about
when
enth
the washer pitcher went to
returned
Saturday
Win. Rupert
nine hundred logs in the log yard was
night from a prospecting trip with J. saved. The fire was supposed to pieces and the A B C's started coming home too fast for the scorekeeper
M. Kelley, the Swastika conductor.
have started in the boiler room.
to count.
F. D. Fenn, of Chicago, was here
Jesne
and
Littrell
Livingston
John
Lou Chaplin, of Willow, drove over
week
as the
the latter part of last
have sold their . saloon opposite Sunday and spent the day.
gi:est of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Record.
Lamberts' to Whitley and Stevens.
The B. M. company was repreThere will be a fine display of John Whitley was formed
French. sented in Raton on the 7th by W. S.
rat
fashionable millinery at Crocker Bros, Herrange and Whitley "and
J. D. Brown, F. F. Faling and James Mc
store, Cimarron, on April 15th, lGth Stevens had a Baloon at Taylor
then Dougall. They said on leaving that
and 17th. Don't forget the date.
moved to French. The new propri- they intended to buy the town and
Lost A black Holstein cow, brand etors will give a formal opening Satmove it to Koehler Junction. But
X A on right hip. Fifteen dollars urday, April 13.
they changed their plans when they
1115 reward for her return to Fred
The twenty-twhead of horses and met one of the natives of New Mexico
Brooks.
mules confined in the railroad stock who gave a quit claim deed to Red
IMPORTED FROM FRANCE BY McLAUGHLIN BROS.
Stanley Chase and Roy Slack, the pens got away some time during Mon- River peak in exchange for all the
latter a C. S. man. went out to the day night, and were located Tuesday coin in the realm they had in their
the season of 1907, beginning May 1st. Sunday, Monday and Tuesday at
WILL makePnrwuw't
round up at the Uracca ranch last morning fifteen miles east
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
nar RmI Mnilnlain Irthnvm
of here-Th- possession at the time. There is not
Friday.
ot
west
s,
Mesa,
William ropejoy s, Johnson Park.
George
end
and
Saturday
Woodhouse
at
at
minds
about
in
their
doubt
mules are the property of the the least
Season close August I, 1907. Terms, $10; Foal, $15; Insure, $20. Magister is a dark brown
Mr. O. B. Bishop has moved his Ridout Contracting company and are the deed being bona fide, as it is
stallion, weight about 1800 lbs; I 7 hands high.
He was imported from France last year and
family to Ponil Park, as he intends to held in the corral until the other cars signed by Rio' Colorow.
stood the season on the Mesa, and it it believed his foals will show up the best of any horse ever
farm the old Livingston ranch this containing tools, tents, etc., arrive for
Gardiner,
drove
of
Triplett,
Ed
brought to this country. This will give you an opportunity to secure the best of draft stock. For
summer.
down Saturday night and visited with
grading on the Cimarron &
dates or other particulars write or phone
his brother over Sunday.
"j
Joe Brick, storekeeper for the Swas
J. L. Gunn is constructing a short
Secretary of the Johnson Mesa Percheron Horse Association, Bell, N. M.
Oakland Tribune stated that the pop- order restaurant on the corner of Main
INTERESTING LETTER
t
and Prairie avenue. This is
FROM JUDGE BOOTH. ulation of Oakland was 250,000, and
that it had increased 125 per cent one of the busiest portions of the town
within a year, I have no doubt it is and should prove a howling success
Elmhibst, Calif., March 16.
true, as over 100,000 left Frisco after from a financial standpoint. "
Editor Raton Range:
the quake and most of these are loThe Cimarron Lumber company
Dear Sir I have no doubt you have cated in Oakland toda v. San Fran- has a contract for a large number of
den, the secretary, makes headquarbad some little thing that reminded cisco, like New York, has its Brook- houses which they are building as ters at Albuquerque.
you of something that happened in lyn in Oakland. Oakland has its fu- fast as possible.
Santa Fe County The Cash Entry
Rumor says that Mine Clerk Mc group of twenty acres and the Giacd
the past. Whtn we hear a person tell ture and it looks good to me. You
see, I have dropped
reminder and Kenzie leaves us shortly for Mexico, Central group of 230 acres, as well as
a story it reminds you of some other taken up the present,the
just to be doing And that Station Agent Sam Officer a large acreage, adjoining in the Cereiory you have heard in the past. as the old woman said when asked
contemplates starting in the drug rillos section, have been acquired by
That is a reminder. Now, I have had why they hanged ber husband; she business at Cimarron in the near fu- Denver men, On the property there
a reminder. On the 6th of this month said she did not know why but thought ture.
are workable deposits of gold and
I was 77 years old, and feeling as if I it was just to be doing. Will close this And that is all the dope we will zinc ores, and it is probable that tbe
wanted to do something I took a trip reminder by saying that I did not issue for the present.
old Cerrillos smelter will soon be put
to Frisco it being a pleasant day. I continue the voyage around the world
We are prepared to ship inmediately straight or mixed cars of anyIn operation.
took the electric cars from here to but left the ship with six others be
com- thing in Groceries, Flour, Hay, Grain,
early
the
With
County
Sierra
Salt, Potatoes, Salt Meats,
WEEKLY REVIEW Of
Melrose, then took the Southern Pa- tween two days and after some diffi
pletion of the pumping stations, the Lard.
MINES IN NEW MEXICO
cific local to Ferry. 1 took the boat culty went into the mines. The rea
Ready Pay Reduction company is to
named Piedmont to cross the bay. son we left the ship was we were get
put in commission its enlarged and
Now the ferry boats of the Southern ting 113 per month on the ship and Activity Increasing In All of the improved concentrating plant.
Pacific and Santa Fe pass very near we could get $10 per day ashore.
Minina Counties, With Much Development Work Under Way.
Officers Elected.
to
Goat island, which is located about may have something happen that will
midships between the main lands of remind me of some other thing that
At the meeting of the territorial
Oakland and Frisco. I stood on the happened years ago. If I do I will
From the Mining Reporter.
board of health the following officers
forward deck taking in the sights, and notify you. Yours truly,
were elected for the. ensuing two
Colfax County
The Lynch-BirL. E. BOOTH.
we came up to Goat Island now
years:
viproperty on Iron mountain in the
the reminder my thoughts flew back
President Dr. T. B. Hart.
cinity of Elizabethtown, has lately
over fifty years to November, 1819.
Vice President Dr. J. R. Peace, of
been purchased by parties interested
A New Incorporation.
At that time I belonged to the crew of
in the building of the St. Louis, Albuquerque.
The Farmers' Development com
Dr. J. A. Massie, of
Secretarythe ship J. Wells, Jr., bound on a
Rocky Mountain & Pacific railroad.
cruise í round the world; had shipped pany, of Springer, is one of the new There is said to be an enormous de- Santa tie.
Treasurer Dr. W Radc'.iffe, of
for two years, had stopped in Frisco incorporations. The object of the posit of good grade iron ore on the Belen.
is
company
the
formation
of
companies
to land passengers and freight and
Dr. Hart has been their secretary
property.
lay anchored near Frisco waiting for for the construction of irrigating and
County There are reported fnr uniriA lima flnrl hi friends enn- Grant
u,,u
apieumtiui. vt
parties to claim their freight. Four other canals and for the development to be over 100 leasers at U'Ofk in thej
U1E9 OUlJikJ.
of
field
lands.
Their
busiaess
is
of
including
nivself, ob
of the crew,
Santa Rita camp, and that the protained permission to take a boat and Colfai county, their office is at duction and activity is greater than
go across the bay bunting. As we up Springer and their agent is M. N. for several years past. The Meerproached Goat island I noticed the Mikesell. Capital stock is $250,000 schaum company of America has inS. BROWN.
GOOD GOODS
rocks all alive with seals and sea lions. The incorporators are J. H. Ronen-berge- augurated operations at Sapello,
n
I. B. Miller, D. G. Ureurick,
I discharged my gun and the whole
miles northeast of Silver City.
living mass rolled uto the water mak of Wasson; F. D Rosenberger, A. F. Engineers' reports show that there
N. M.
Mike-sell- .
4ng a roar like distant thunder. The Mikesell. Isaac Frantz, M. N.
are in sight in the present workings
All the men are from Ohio exwater was all foam. It was a grand
570 tons of meerschaum worth 130
Right; one not to I forgotten. We cept Mr. Mikesell.
per ton.
Pre-Invento- ry
Reducproceeded on and landed, hauling our
The Hachita company was lately
Wagon and 'Carriage Works.
Naming
a
Claim.
boat on the liank and we stayed there
incorporated
to
develop
Wagons
Buggies
Spring
properties
in
and
Now
There is a confusion sameness in
three days bunting. The lagoons
W. R.
built to order. Horseshoeing
the names given mining claims, and the Hachita mountains.
were full of ducks, geese, brant and
and General Blacksmithing.
one is puzzled at times to know which Thurston is tbe local representative.
other kiods of fowl, and we had our is the "Lucky Strike"
or "Last At the Western Bell mine on Gold
fill of killing birds. We killed a cow, Chance" claim he is rcadinir
about. hill, gold quartz assaying from f40 to
treUhed the bide on the ground and But a prospector in the Walker Lake $800 is reported.
W. C. SCHERRER & SONS
carved the meat as we wauted it. region has named Ins prospect with
Lincoln County The Gallup Fuel
:
New léxico
Host of the country was covered w ith riiiiality. He calls it "It looks like company, operating coal mines near Cimarron,
live oak trees which gave the present hell, hut you can never tell." Silver Gallup, has suspended all operations.
Contractors and Builders.
city of Oakland its name when it was City Enterprise.
It is rumored that a sale is pending.
fettled, and as you ride through the
Rio Arriba County The Rio Chama Adobe, Stonej Iron, Tin and Woodcity you will tee some of these old
For Rent A ranch at the mouth of auriferous gravels, of an area of about
work. Grading, Teams by Day or
oaks now standing. Oakland today Ite creek, Colfax county. Address four miles square, have beeo acquired
Wee. Terms Reasonable. Estiis a big city. A few days ago the Mrs. C. A. Railey, Sterling, Kan. 1) by a dredging company. R. W. Had- - mates on Application.
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WILLIAM FLOYD,

sti-ee-

Remsberg Mercantile
Company
'

Wholesale Grocers

Prompt and Special Attention
Always Given
our Orders

Ratón

d

New Mexico

THE BIG

Always the Leaders in
and

GEO.
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fifty-seve-

Blacksmith
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Cimarron,

tion Sale
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PRICES

On

Xohn Brothers..
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